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PLANS AND SCllEDULES FOR Tile RESOLUTION TO Tile ISSUES
CONCERNING ELECTRICAL CIRCUITRY ISOLATION

Revise USAR Section 8.3.2.1 to address the remote possibility of an
inadvertent battery discharge caused by overload conditions and to modify
the assertion that the DC supply to engineered safety _ features (ESF)
distribution panels 2D23 and 2D24 is not affected by any fault in the
non-ESF circuits of panels 2D21 and 2D22.

Section 8.3.2.1 of the ANO-2 SAR will be revised during the next annual
update to include the following clarification:

"Thero is a remote possibility of an inadvertent battery dischargo in the
event of a fault or overload condition on any of the non-Class IE
circuits supplied by panels-2D21 or 2D22 coinciding with a failure of the
primary Class 10 breaker which protects that circuit. Such a discharge
would be detected by bus undervoltago alarm and indication in the Control
Room."

The next scheduled updato of the SAR is-.Tuly 22, 1993.

Reassess the existing coordination of the primary- and secondary
containment penetration overcurrent protective devices to assure that
adequate protection is provided for the full range of overcurrent
conditions (short-circuits and overloads) for the affected circuits and
initiate appropriate corrective actions if warranted.

The NRC'e Safety Evaluation contained in letter dated Juno .18, 1992 -

identified certain concerns with regards to complianco to the ANO-2
licensing basis for the electrien1 penetration assemblics.

Provided below are discussions related to the two non-Class 1E circuits
that woro identified as having their extrapolated damage curve outside
the backup protectivo device trip setpoint, and ANO-2's licensing basis
with regards to the electrical penetration assemblics.

Non-Class 1E Loads Powered From 1E Buses

The two circuits identified in the June 18, 1992, request for additional
information as having their extrapolated damage curve outside the backup
protectivo devico trip sotpoint are non-Class IE motor-operated valves.
The referenced calculation ~only shows protective devices credited in the
protection of the penetration conductor against maximum short circuit
current.- llowever, overload protection is af forded these valves by
thermal overload heators. Thus, these circuits are actually protected
for a wide range of overcurrent conditions including overloads or faults.
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Although the overload heat era are not tested per the ANO-2 Technical
Specification, they are part of the overall protection system that
assists in the isolation of the non-Class 1E loads from the 1E buses in
the eveat of a fault. The overload heaters are "Q" components.

,

ANO-2_'s Licensing Basis _for Overcurrent protection

originally, secondary (backup) overcurrent and short circuit protection
was provided for some circuits but not for others. During the review of .

*the ANO-2 application for an operating Itcense, the NRC questioned
(Q 222.93) the ANO-2 backup protection for the circuits.

'

As a result of various open items related to the ANO-2 application for an
operating license (including Question 222.93), a meeting was hold to-
discuss a limited number of topics of concern. After the meeting, a
letter dated November 7, 1975, from the NRC.(Summary of Meeting on
Operating License Review) stated the Staff's intentions for ANO-2. The
letter stated "...that the applicant should show that in the event of

.

maximum fault current and assuming a- failure of the~ overcurrent
protection device, the integrity'of the penntration would not he impaired
or, if this could not be shown, backup protection should be provided._" *

In response to this question, ANO-2 revised the design basis-and provided
.

backup protection for all circuits. The ANO-2 FSAR was revised to
incorporate the responso to Question 222.93 and licensing basis for the

,

| circuitry protection.

! ANO-2's licensing basis for electrical penetration overcurrent and short
j circuit protection consisted of a commitment for compliance with

IEEE-317, 1971, as stated in the FSAR. The FSAR also ,tated that-
2 Regulatory Guido 1.63, October-1783 (Revision 0), was not considered in

the design of the electrical penetrations. Ilowever, the SAR does explain-
how the ANO-2 design mot the Regulatory Guide 1,63 critorion which states.

; that the penetration assemblics shall be able to withstand "the maximum
i- possible fault current versus timo_ conditions"'(high current over a- short

~

time period).,

:

h In the original Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for ANO-2 (NUREG-0308,
dated-November 11, 1977), the NRC stated that their'" review of the;

circuits associated with the electrical penetrations verified that
E sufficient backup protect.Jon l's provided to assure that the-functional .

! -integrity of. the penetrations is maintained." The Staff concluded that- |
r this design satisfies the requirement of General Design Criterion (GDC '

I 50) and is acceptable.

Specific Compl ance with ANO-2_ Licensing Basis for Overcurrent Protection-

As stated in Section 8.3.2.1 of the ANO-2 SAR, the penetration assemblies
were purchased in 1972 and meet the. intent.of-IEEE 317-1971' 'The SAR'

.

also states that " Regulatory Guide-1,63, dated October 1973 (Revision 0),
was not _ considered in the design of the electric penetrations." IEEE

!. 317-1971 provides the requirement for the mechanical and electrical J
,
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design of the penetration assemblies and the criteria for construction, I
-

; testing, and installation. The 1971 Edition of IEEE 317 did not have any i

: requirements for overload protection; nor did the 1972 Edition.
'

i
i Revision 0 of Regulatory Guide 1.63 ondorsed IEEE 317-1972 as providing
i an accept ablo method of complying with GDC 50 of AppeMix A and with
j Appendix B to 10CTR50 with respect. to mechanical, electrical, and test
j requirements for the design, qualification, construction, installation,

and testing of electrical penetration assemblies. The specific guidance+

; is stated in Regulatory Position C.1 as "The electric penetration
i assembly should ho designed to withstand, without loss of mechanical
j integrity, the maximum possible fault current versus timo conditions

(which could occur because of single random failures of circuit overload
i protection devices) within the two loads of any' one sing 1c-phase circuit
] or the three loads of any three phase circuit.

j

; I
j Section 8.3.1.2 of the ANO-2 SAR specifically lists the nino basic types ;

j of penotrations installed at ANO-2 and for each type, describos "...its !
degroo of compliance to Regulatory Guido 1.63...". Within thoso |
subsections, specific details are given as to the lovel of protection the j

i primary and backup breakers are providing. Two examplos-of the details-
| 1s as follows:

B - 480-Volt AC From Load Centors

! Paragraph 4 - Maximum available fault current at the penetration'is
i 11,000 amps. At this fault current both the primary and
' backup load center breakers will trip in approximately

,

7-1/2 cyclos.4

t
!

j C - 480-Volt AC From Hotor Control Contors

Paragraph 3 - Maximum available fault current at the penotration is,

5,000 amps RMS. At this fault. current both-the primary '

s and the backup MCC breakers will trip in approximately
; one-half cycle,

i It is ANO-2's understanding of Revision 0 to Regulatory Guide 1.63.that
~

primary and secondary protection for maximum fault conditions be provided+

and that where self fusing is not employed, "the circult- overload
: protection system should conform to.the critoria of IEEE Standard
i 279-1971". IEEE 279-1971 is limited in its general application to

ponotration overcurrent protection.- Protectivo action in:the standard is
- referring to the channel level or system level by its dMinition.
Section 8.3.1.2 of the ANO-2 SAR states "the backup protection is not in

| full compliance with IEEE 279 concerning electrical indopondence,' online
testability, bypassing-or manual _ initiation. _The secondary protectivo-
device provides backup for the primary protectivo devico~in the same
electrical circuit and thereforo, the above features of IEEE 279 cannot
be mot." IEEE 279 does not provide specific requirements for oloctrical:

; - overcurrent protection of electrical penetrations.- Later revisions of
j Regulatory Guide 1.63 deleted the reference to IEEE 279.

.;

..
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With regards to ANO-2's compliance with IEEE-308, the ANO-2 SAR did not
invoke this staudard in the discussion of the containment penetration

. assemblies. Ilowever, protectivo devices arn automatically actuated to
i protect failed equipment. In general, each of the penetration circuits

have at least one level of overload protection, although that devien may
not be one of the two Technical Specification *cquired devices for
penetration circuit protection. For example, overlood heaters provide

'

this protection for some circuits. IEEE 308 only refers to electrical4

penetrations in Section 5.13 where it states "Tailure of any circuit'

) penetrating containment shall not result in exceeding the maximum current
j versus time capability of the containment penetration...". Therefore,

the standard re-enforces the regulatory guide in protecting the,

penetrations against maximum fault conditions.

Conclusion
i
; Based upon 'the above, Entorgy Operations concludes that ANO-2 is in

compliance with its licensing basis with regards to electrical'

- penetration assembly protection. ANO-2's licensing basis requires
protection of penetrations against the maximum short circuit current, as
intended by IEEE 317-1971 and Regulatory Guido 1.63 (Revision 0) (and as,

evaluated in the 1977 SER). Entergy Operations will amplify its position,

: regarding the electrical penetration assemblics by minor changes to i

I the SAR in the next scheduled update.

Proposed _ Improvement s for ANO-2 Overcurrent Protection
'

Even though not dictated by ANO-2's licensing basis, Entergy Operations
recognizes that certain modifications may be modo to improve tha<

overcurrent protection on identified circuits by providing enhanced
breaker coordination in the overload region of the penetration conductor

,

damage curves. A discussion of these identified circuits is provided
below.,

,

A review of calculation 85E-0116-01, " Reactor Building Overcurrent
Protection Study", identified thirty-three circuits which have their:

backup breaker trip curvo crossing the conductor damage curyn in the
i overload range. These circuits, as listed in Table 1, have been divided

into two categories:
,

Category 1 Breakers having coordination which cannot bee

improved due to other. design limitations

Category 2 Breakors having coordination which can be*

improved, subject to limitations imposed by
other protection / coordination critoria

Each category is addressed below with justiftcation as to the level of
enhancement that can be made and the limitations that apply.

.. .- . , . - . .
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Categoryj - Twenty-two of the thirty-turne identified circuits have
' fifteen amp thermal magnetic breakers as backup devices. These breakers ;

are protecting #12AWG penetration conductors. It is not feasibic to
replace these breakers becausn:

The next smallest size thermal magnetic breaker that is acceptable*

is ten amps. The MCCs are manufactured by ITE. The smallest
thermal engnetic breaker manufactured by ITE is fifteen. amps. Ten
amp breakers are manufact ured by other vendors; however, the
interrupting rating of their smaller f rame size breaker is not -

adequate for the available short circuit current at the MCC bus.
,

The circuits containing the fiftcon amp breakers are considered
acceptable based on the following:

The bronkers provide coordination with the conductor damage curve up*

to 360 seconds. At this point, the conductor is operating near its
rated ampacity. Thus, the cable is also operating near its 90*C
insulation rating or within its emergency rating of 130'C. Uring

8the 1 t values in this area of the conductor operating rango is not
generally applied in the industry and is not considered to be an
accurate reflection of the conductor heating' characteristics. Later
revisions of IEEE 317 specify a maximum duration of assumed short
circuit current for 2 seconds.

Since the penetration module conductors are three to four times as*

large as the pigtails to which they are connected (penetration
conductor sizes #20AWG through 2/0), ANO believes that a fault is
not likely to result in mechanical failure of the penetration module
conductors. Rather, the iceuer conductors t.o the penetrat ion have a
greater potential of failing dua to an electrical fault before any ,

mechanical damage would occur to the penetration conductors.

It is recognized throughout the industry and the NEC that a 15 amp*

breaker provides adequate protection for a #12AWG conductor,

Overload heaters are installed in all circuits and will protecte

against overload conditions during normal and abnormal operation.
This is true in all of the subject twenty-two. circuits with the
exception of six Class IE motor-operated valves and four Class 1E
dampers. The overload heat.crs for these valves are bypassed on ES
actuation signals. Continuous duty loads are not. bypassed.

* In the cases where the motor-operated valves and dampers'are
bypassed, the valves are intermittent duty. The locked rotor
currents of the valve and damper motora'are below the continuous
current rating of the penetration conductors as recognized -by a
later revision of IEEE 317 (1983),

i
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Category __2 - It is expected that the remaining eleven breakers can be
replaced to improve coordination for lower values of overload conditions.
liowever, the replacements will be contingent upon maintain *ig other
protection /coordinat.fon criteria. Examples of the concerns that must be
addressed are:

Allowing adequato furush current during motor starting to prevent*

nuisance trips

Acceptable coordination with down stream devices*

Adequate disposition of NRC Information Notice 92-51,*

" Misapplication and Inndequate Testing of Molded Caso Circuit
Breakers"

Assuming satisfactory resolution of these and other criteria, ANO will
choose replacement breakers for-those eleven circuits which, to the
maximum extent practicabic, will botter coordinato with the extrapolated
conductor damage curves. These replacement breakers would be installed
in the next practical refueling outage for ANO-2. This would ensure that
reasonable overload protection is afforded by one of the two Technical
Specification required protectivo devices for each of these containment-
penetration circuits.

_ _ _ _ - - _ _
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Page No. 1 .

08/28/92
TABLE 1 - ,

COMPONENT PRIMARY ?RIMARY SECONDARY SECONDARY PENET. COND. 0/L HEATER 0/L HEATER C/L HEATER H2 FLA LRA CALC.

DESCRIPTION BREAKER BKR. SIZE BREAKER BKR. SIZE $!ZE (AWG) INSTALLEC TRIP CURRENT BYPASSED FIGURE No.

#ct uttet#He#####tt0 #Uttnt ########## ce###tttet teettutt #tatenetttt 00tt#####ct 900t#0000000 #ctteettett #0000 00000 00000 #009900000

REACTOR CAVITY SUPPLY FAN 51A4 100 51H2 100 2 YES 51 ko 40 49.7 340 32

2VSF-34A-1

CONT SUMP 150. valve 5182 5 51H3 15 12 YES 1.7 YES .24 1.27 4.1 19

2CV-2060-1

CONT. BLDG. RECIRC. FAN $103 50 51H4 40 8 YES 22.3 No 15 19.6 116 27

2VSF-31A-1

CONT. BLDG. RECIRC. FAN 5104 50 51H5 40 8 YES 22.3 No 15 19.6 116 27

2VSF-31C-1

REACTOR DRAIN TANK 150. 51E2 5 51H6 15 12 YES 1.7 YES .24 1.27 4.1 14

| vtv. 2CV-2202-1

PRESSURIZER RELIEF VLV. 51E4 5 51C1 15 12 YES , 3.1 NO 1 2.8 16 14

2CV-4730- 1 -

RCP CNTRL BLEEDOFF 150. 51F1 5 $1HT 15 12 YES 1.3 YES .33 1 5.5 15

VLV. 2CV-4846-1

CAFEff INJECT TAhK DISCH. 51F2 25 51H8 ' 50 2 YES 13.8 YES 5.3 8.4 50.4 33

VLV 2CV-5003-1

C*tECK VLV LEAKAGE DRAIN 51G3 5 : :**9 15 12 YES 1.3 NO 1 2.8 16 17

vtv. 2CV-5105-1

SAFETY INJECT TANK 150. '51H1 25 51L3 50 2 YES 13.8 YES 5.3 8.4 50.4 33

?
VLV. 2CV-5023-1

CONT. SUMP VLV. 2CV-5647-1 51K1 25 51L4 50 2 YES 18.5 YES T.8 16 95 33

. _ - -
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Page No. 2
-

| 08/28/92
*

TABLE 1 .

COMPONENT PRIMARY P2! MARY SECONDARY SECONDARY PENET. COND. 0/L MEATER C/L HEATER 0/L PEATER MP FLA LRA CALC.,

DESCRIPTION BREAKER BER. SIZE BREAKER BKR. SIZE SIZE (AWG) INSTALLED TRIP CURRENT BYPASSED FIGURE u0.

es#Keeeeeeeeeeeeeeeen seestees acessneste stettestes essessene steesseenere sesenteense testeteneres essessenese cette steen essen entsereens

PRESSURIZER RELIEF VLV. 51K2 5 51J4 15 12 YEs 3.1 No 1 2.8 16 16

2CV-4741-1

CONT. Iso. VLV. 2CV-2401-1 51L1 5 51LT 15 12 YES 2.5 YES .67 2.3 12 19

REGEN. HE AT EXCM. INLET 51M1 5 51L8 15 12 YES 1.3 YES .7 2.3 12 14

VLV. 2CV-4621-1

REACT. CAVITY ctg. FAN 51N3 5 51L9 15 12 YES .4 No 1/6 .35 2.1 15

DAMPER 2HCD8243-1

2VSSIA DAMPER 20CDB203-1 53G1- 5 53A5 15 12 YES .71 YES .33 .72 2.6 15

2VSF19 DAMPER 'UCD8209-1 53G2 5 53A6 15 12 YES .71 YES .33 .72 2.6 15

PRESSURIZER SPRAY VLV. 53M3 5 53H2 15 12 YES .99 No .33 1.0 5.5 14

| 2CV-4652

H2 PURGE CONT. !$0. VLV. 54G2 5 54C5 25 12 YES 1.3 YES .13 1.0 5.5 18

2CV-8233-1

CONT. REACTOR CAVITY FAN 61A4 100 61M3 100 2 YES 51 no 40 49.7 340 32

2VSF-348-2a

CONT. SLDG, REC 1RC. F AN 6103 50 61N4 40 8 YES 22.3 No 15 19.6 116 27

2VSF-31B-2

<

CONT. BLDG. RECIRC. FAN 61D4 50 61HS 40 8 YES 22.3 No 15 19.6 116 27

2VSF-310-2 .
'

CHECK "."LV. LEAKAGE DRN. 61G2 5 61K8 15 12 YES 13 NO 1 2.8 16 15

VLV. 2CV-5106-2

:

, . - _- _ - - - . _ _ _ - _ _ - -_ . _ _ - . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _
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Page No. 3

08/25/92
TABLE 1

COMPONENT PRIMARY PRIMARY SECONDARY SECONDARY PENET. COND. 0/L kEATER C/L MEATER 0/L HEATER PP FLA LRA CALC.

DESCRIPTION BREAKER BKR. SIZE BREAKER BKR. SIZE $1ZE (AWG) INSTALLED TRIP CURRENT BYPASSED FIGURE kO.

steessatstetttestetts. setestte estteressn seestattes esssesent stegettestes geestettste statstetstes stettenetts estes setes estes stetsettee

RCS CHARGE LINE VLV. 61G3 5 61M7 15 12 YES 1.3 No .33 1.0 5.5 19

2CV-4831-2

RCS CHARGE LINE YLV. 61G4 5 61H8 15 12 YES 1.3 NG .33 1.0 5.5 19

2CV-4827-2

CONT. SUMP VLV.'2CV-5648-2' 61M2 _ 25 61KT $0 2 YES 18.5 YES 7.8 16 95 34

PRESSURIZER RELIEF VtV. 61L2 5 61D2 15 12 YES 3.1 wo 1 2.8 16 16

2CV-4731-2

PRESSURIZER SPRAY VLV. 61L4 5 61L1 15 12 YES 1.1 no .33 1.0 $.5 14

2CV-4651

'
REACT. CAVITY CLG. FAN 61N2 ; 5 61K6 15 12 YES 4 ho .13 .35 2.1 19

DAMPER 2MCD8244-2

REACT. CLG. PP CLG WTR 63G4 5 63E2 15 12 YES 1.3 YES .33 1.0 5.3 20

RETURN 2CV-5254-2

CONT. CLG. BfPASS DAMPER 64D4 5 6483 15 12 YES .8 YES .33 .72 2.6 19

20CD8216-2
g

PRESSURIZER AUX. SPRAY PP 64E3 5 6434 15 12 YES 1.3 Wo .66 2.3 12 19

VLv 2CV-4824-2

CONT. CLG. BYPASS DAMFER 64E4 5 64C2 15 12 YES .8 YES .33 .72 2.6 15

2UCD8222-2
.

r

m.

k

li.
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